
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of senior account
director. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior account director

Translate trust and credibility along with impeccable influencing skills to build
the case for action, accelerate decisions and secure endorsement of
Ironwood’s commercial leadership team and Pricing Committee to act on
recommendations
Successfully bridge customer demands and company priorities that may be in
conflict – be a role model and establish a culture within the group that is
customer focused but company responsible
Develop the teams work style, contacts and delivery on campaigns - keeping
an overview of collections and sample loan activities
Build on existing exceptional media relationships within the industry while
also creating new contacts (long-lead and short-lead, mainstream media,
trade and blogs with Fashion, Lifestyle, Design, Art)
Develop media/ influencer seeding programme where appropriate which will
then be executed by Account Manager and VIP team
Serve as the primary contact until work is sold, then coordinate with the
relevant clinical and scientific development area(s) to ensure a successful
implementation
Ensure client satisfaction through proactive client contact
Manage the performance of a team of Account Managers in
Order to achieve retention goals and expansion targets, while maintaining
Manage the performance of teams dedicated to achieving retention goals
and expansion targets of our local accounts, while maintaining a high
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Qualifications for senior account director

Knowledge of the regional fixed income markets
Mature and seasoned
Strong English speaking and writing ability
Ability to research and understand regulatory requirements across a diverse
region
A minimum of six years of relevant work experience
At least 7+years of experience in an agency environment


